Abstract. Using a theorem of Tijs, we derive results about approximate solutions for Nash equilibrium theory and for multiobjective problems. We describe conditions under which one can replace an infinite strategy set, an infinite alternative set, or an infinite set of criteria by a finite subset without losing all approximate solutions of the problem under consideration.
Introduction
The aim of this work is to derive from Theorem 1.1 below some consequences, which can be applied to give results about approximate solutions, both for Nash equilibria problems (Refs. 1 and 2) and for multiobjective problems (Refs. 3 and 4).
For x,y~ m, x<_y will mean xi<-y~, for all i~{1,2,..., m}. We say that VCR" is upper bounded if there exists an a ~L~ m such that x-< a for all x~ V. We denote by 1~ the vector (1, 1,..., 1)E~ m.
One can reformulate this theorem by introducing on R ~ the semimetric o-: R" xR" ~ [0, co) (see Ref. 5, p. 61) , which is defined by or(x, y) = max{0, x~ -y~ , x2-y2, . . . , Xr. --Ym}, for all x, y ~ ~'. We say that VCE" is o--bounded if there is an a ~ E" and an E_> 0 such that V is a subset of the (o', e)-ball
with center a. Then, VCR" is o--bounded iff V is upper bounded. Now, Theorem 1.1 can be read as follows:
If V is a o-bounded set of R "~, then V is o--precompact. That is, for each e > 0, there exists a finite number of (o-, e)-balls in R '~ with centers in V, which cover V or
VC (_] B,(w),
for some finite WC V. 
Consequences and Applications
From Theorem 1.1, it is easy to derive the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a nonempty set and Y a finite set. Let • :X x Y~ R be an upper bounded function. Then, for each e > 0, there exists a finite subset Z C X such that, for each x ~ X, there is a z ~ Z such that, for each y E Y,
~(x, y) <-Cb(z, y) + e.
Proof. Let Y = {Yl, Y2,.. •, Ym}-Define V = {v e R'~: (vl, v2,..., v,,,) = (dp (x, Yl), dP(x, Y2), ..., rb(x, Ym) Proof. In the previous proposition, take X = ~, and let qb : X x Y--> R be defined by ~(f, y)=f(y).
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